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Epidemiology in one slide

HIGH & fluctuating / falling rate. 139 

cases per day

175 / 100,000 people over last 7d

8.5% positivity.
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Still principally household transmission 

Across the city. 

E of Sheffield becoming a concern (same 
pattern as we saw before)
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Age specific rates decreasing across the 

board. 

Average age of a case is stable to falling

The rate is stable or decreasing in all age 

bands
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Incidence in the elderly 
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Hospital activity falling. Slowly
The interpretation of this is nuanced. 1/12
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Epi Summary
• <175 cases / 100k population in 7d

• Positivity 8.5% and falling

• R0 = 0.9 (high but falling baseline infection rate) –

epidemic is shrinking. 

• Significant proportion of STH beds have a patient with 

COVID. Flat but at this level is still VERY difficult to 

manage. 

• Thus the messaging needs to reflect we mustn’t do 

anything that will make it worse. Numbers far too high 

for comfort. 
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2 Where next. 

Lockdown did the job 

expected. 

As did the restrictions prior to 

and after. 
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Lockdown aim to get to May levels of mobility, 
currently June
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Purpose

• Get R0<1  

• Get level of infection back to mid May levels

• R0 driven by out of household contacts and 
lockdown will make a difference to this

• Reduce mean number of contacts per case 

• May reset expectations and behaviour? 

• Some caveats – when people get fed up!

• Doesn’t change the fundamentals

• R0 = 0.9 where case numbers are low vs high. 
Room for manoeuvre is extremely limited.
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Strategy and plan remains in place
Strategy = Keep people safe, protect vulnerable, reopen Sheffield
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Operational response across many parts of the 
council 

Coordinated through the COVID hub 

This, and the range of services stood up, are 
having impact
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Outbreak control plan is largely 

intact
• Names as lead against each of the main themes 

– Prevention
– outbreak management
– Testing
– contact tracing
– support for isolating and shielding
– other vulnerable groups
– surveillance data and intelligence
– Comms
– enforcement and compliance
– settings of concern 

• Developed established infrastructure to deliver
• We keep adding – asymptomatic testing, vaccine. 

Outbreak plan https://www.sheffield.gov.uk/home/your-city-council/preventing-
and-managing-covid-19

SCC Cabinet paper on implementing the 
plan http://democracy.sheffield.gov.uk/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=31389
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Forward look 
1. Mid December review. 

– Tier 3 or 2, run up to Christmas, Christmas itself

– R0 0.9 (but with high rate of infection)

2. Testing

– Testing in the context of everything else 

– Testing for those with symptoms most important. Most 

with symptoms don’t get tested.

– Asymptomatic testing and Lateral Flow Tests

3. Prep for vaccination. We cant relax until we have herd 

immunity 

4. The fundamentals will remain the fundamentals till the end 

5. The best way to protect the economy and our vulnerable 

loved ones is to keep community transmission low 
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COVID Response
Support to businesses

Full Council 2nd Dec 2020
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Overview

• Economic Outlook
• Business Impacts
• Critical Support 
• Opening up safely
• Business Response Group and Business 

Recovery Plan
• Reflections
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Economic Outlook
OBRs three scenarios 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table is taken from OBR scenarios (used in recent spending review announcement)The main point is that – its far from over…ONS According to the ONS, the pandemic has left one in seven UK companies fearing they will not last until next spring, with hospitality firms particularly worried. 14% of UK businesses said they had low or no confidence that their business would survive the next three months. The figure jumps to one in three firms in the food or accommodation sector, such as pubs, restaurants and hotels. The ONS also reports that nearly one in ten workers are still furloughed, with more than a quarter working from home. 60% were working at their normal place of work



Business Impacts

Reducing demand and sales

Cashflow is critical

Staff – working from home, social distancing, 
absence, furlough and redundancy

Putting in place COVID secure measures for 
staff and customers
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Presentation Notes
(the text below is from our survey findings FYI)Hospitality and the arts have been particularly hard-hit due to enforced closures. Businesses in consumer goods and retail, whilst many are now operational, face lower revenues from passing trade.Significant on-going fixed premises costs including deferred rents are resulting in increased debts. These factors all contribute to increased financial risk, especially those operating in seasonal businesses where demand may be lost (as opposed to shifted) such as those in the events and entertainment sectors, and their direct suppliers.Businesses that are currently struggling for profitability—especially those with low cash reserves or unstable cash flows—are particularly vulnerable.But on a note of positivityThe surveys demonstrate the resilience and appetite amongst the Sheffield business community to explore new opportunities, embrace available support  and adapt to the challenges and changes needed to survive and thrive in 2021 and beyond.(text from John based on KAM)Several companies have moved back into their offices, however this is being reviewed because of the second lockdown. There are still a large number of companies continuing to work from home. Companies are re-evaluating their needs in light of the inevitable impact that social distancing and other measures will surely have over an extended period. October has been a crucial time re the furlough scheme and that has led to more redundancies. With the furlough scheme now running until the end of March, employers are considering how the extension of the furlough scheme will impact their business plans. Will redundancies be delayed or stopped?Companies are talking about the impact on people’s jobs, revenue pressures and the reduction in productivity.
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Consumer Confidence / Demand 
is crucial to recovery
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Presentation Notes
Footfall for the year to date is 53.4% down on the previous yearLatest footfall figures for the week commencing 16th November (the second full week of lockdown) were 98,846, this compares to over 300,000 before the pandemic hit.Numbers have been falling since September following the introduction of tighter restrictions and a second national lockdown. Hotel occupancy rates for October 2020 have shown a further decrease from the previous month. In August rates were 43.4%, in September 41.5% and in October 34.3%. October is the month that Tier 2 restrictions were introduced, and then later Tier 3. In October 2019 rates were 80.9%.Liverpool and Manchester, both areas with higher Covid levels and higher restrictions, suffered the worst annual fall in occupancy rates. Bristol was the least affected



Critical Support - Business Sheffield
SCC has provided support to thousands of businesses of all sizes and 
types, from large employers to small high street shops through Business 
Sheffield and working with colleagues in Business Rates, Environmental 
Protection and Licensing

• 6,500+ telephone calls  

• 5,000+ email enquiries

• 3,500+ appointments with specialist Business Advisor on the same day 

• Supporting businesses to access the government grant schemes, 
• supporting businesses struggling or turned down for Business 

Interruption and Bounce Back Loans 
• survival and cashflow support
• helping businesses to remain open and be COVID secure 
• often distressing phone calls from businesses desperate for support

• 80+ virtual Business Sheffield workshops delivered by advisors or industry 
experts to help businesses survive the pandemic
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Presentation Notes
Maybe worth noting - 3 recent workshops for the retail and health and beauty businesses by retail expert Clare Bailey, delivered virtually, recorded and sent out widely to businesses across Sheffield €€http://www.welcometosheffield.co.uk/makeyourselfathome/high-street-business-survival



Critical Support – larger businesses

• Weekly Information updates
• 1 to 1s to provide support and stay 
updated with how our businesses are 
fairing

• Tailored Redundancy Support Package
• Support to mitigate supply chain impacts
• Virtual ‘Managing and Averting 
Redundancies’ events

• Referring SMEs to wider support e.g. 
productivity support
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Presentation Notes
Not for using the names but for your FYI as examplesRedundancy Support  - Large ScaleAnne Brennan has been working with the following companies:- Pennine Foods – approximately half of the 600 staff left the business during lockdown and were supported remotely through telephone/video calls and linking with employers such as Ronseal who had large scale requirementsSheffield Forgemasters – original figure of 95 staff reduced to 50, due to volunteers and cross matching; receiving 121 support remotely to assist with job searchLiberty Speciality Steels – 260 redundancies postponed from start of the year, number of volunteers have left and consultation is ongoing. Employee Support is being provided jointly with the Gupta Foundation.HMRC – department restructuring means 200 staff redundant; remote group and 121 support being providedVirtual ‘Managing and Averting Redundancies’ event  - hosted to provide details of support available for  local employers 



Critical Support - Grants
First Lockdown – almost 9000 grants of £10,000 - £25,000

• 8,244 Business Rates grants worth £98million
• 660 Discretionary grants worth £5.5million

Current Schemes - grants of between £500 - £3,000 in complex national and 
SY schemes

SCC implemented a single application process to prevent businesses having 
to make multiple applications for different grants. 

• Closure grant – Rate Payers
• Closure grant – Non rate payers
• Open grant - Hospitality, accommodation, and leisure businesses affected in 

Tier 2 /3
• Hospitality, accommodation, and leisure supply chain grant
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Presentation Notes
Current schemesNational Government Rate Payers Local Restrictions Business Support Grants - for ratepayers in sectors forced to close is already live and will be adapted to allow businesses who were also closed under T3 to get a closure top up. Local Additional Restrictions Grant for non-rate payers - allows non-rate paying businesses forced to close to apply for a grant, funded through the Additional Restrictions Grant scheme. Although funded locally this will mirror the grant amounts in the national scheme – giving businesses a one-off grant between £500 - £3,000 depending on their rental values. Businesses must have fixed properly cost of above £1500 to apply. Hospitality, accommodation, and leisure businesses affected in Tier 2 and 3 - In addition to closure grants, top ups grants will be available to hospitality, leisure and accommodation businesses who remained open under tier 2 and 3 restrictions but suffered from severely reduced demand.  Supply chain grant to go live this week



Critical Support – Hospitality, 
Accommodation and Leisure
• Weekly bulletins to Hospitality contacts including updates from trade 

associations, Visit Britain, nationally relevant training webinars etc

• Hosted hospitality specific webinars and Q&A sessions (subjects such 
as Tier regulations, reopening guidance, national accreditation schemes 
etc)

• Presentation to monthly hoteliers meeting (open Q & A)

• Bi-weekly ‘Large meetings venues’ forum and monthly ‘Drop in’ session 
for venues, hotels, smaller hospitality and suppliers.

• Reopening Hospitality Guidance document and Tier Q&As produced and 
distributed each time regulations have changed.

• 1 to 1 calls to top 60 hospitality, meetings and events venues to push 
grants and offer bespoke support.
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Opening up safely
• Information Officers working in 16 Sheffield district 

centres. Helping businesses be COVID secure, providing 
pivotal advice on their viability and survival.

• 2,000 business visits across the city centre to offer advice on 
COVID Security

• Urban Adaptations – reallocating highway, pavement cafes, 
commercial outdoor seating

• Providing COVID secure materials
• Led by example by ensuring the highest standards of COVID

secure at both indoor markets. The Moor Market has just won 
the ‘Outstanding Contribution Award in the City Centre Retail 
Awards 2020’ 
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Presenter_7
Presentation Notes
Information Officers with retail and hospitality expertise working in 16 Sheffield district centres with high density retail and hospitality businesses.  Helping businesses be COVID secure, providing pivotal advice on their viability and survival. Carried out over 2,000 business visits and interactions across the city centre to offer advice on Covid Securityreallocated highway to ensure that people could maintain the 2m social distancing guidelines.  This was partly in response to allowing movement of people and supporting active travel, but it also allows businesses to manage queues outside shops and contribute toward opening the high street in a safe manner.Sheffield received Emergency Active Travel Funding, as part of a support package allocated to Sheffield City Region.  A number of schemes were delivered as part of this, including the closure of Division Street and Pinstone Street to traffic in the core city centre.  This has allowed businesses to open, allow free flowing access for shoppers, workers and visitors alongside allowing pavement cafes and extended hospitably space within the highway.  The Division Street closure has been particularly successful, with many businesses and residents praising the work undertaken to facilitate this.South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive, the Council has been able to maintain bus routes and tram services through government grants to the operating companies.  This in turn has allowed people to continue to go to work and access to goods and services.  Although not directly linked to Council spending, officer and political time has been spent confirming this arrangement.7 day turnover on applications for commercial outdoor seating Loaned out over 40 branded MYAH café barriers to businesses across the city free of charge.Provided 4,000 floor stickers across the city to advise on social distancing and to help businesses manage their queues.Provided 8 on street hand sanitizer stations across the city centreLed by example by ensuring the highest standards of covid secure at both indoor markets. The Moor Market has actually just won the ‘Outstanding Contribution Award in the City Centre Retail Awards 2020’ Sheffield BID have provided a night time security patrol to check on businesses that have been forced to close.



Business Response Group 
Members

Chamber of 
Commerce

Sheffield 
Property 

Association
Sheffield Digital Cutlers 

Company

Culture 
Consortium Unight Sheffield 

University of 
Sheffield and 

Sheffield Hallam 
University

City Growth 
Board
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Business Recovery Plan – 6 priorities

RELIEF
Short-term actions to keep business solvent and trading during severe restrictions on economic activity.

RECOVERY
Help to for businesses and communities to adjust and adapt. 

RENEWAL
Address structural weaknesses in the economy and 
a more sustainable, fair economy emerges.  

Stimulate demand in the local economy

Opening our city and district centres safely and securely

Helping to stimulate the conditions to encourage more start-ups in the city

Developing our skills base as a city to help communities get back to work

Stimulating investment in culture to help rebuild confidence and visitor numbers

Working with business leaders on a longer-term economic strategy for Sheffield
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Presentation Notes
Note to talk about the recovery fund as I removed the slide on it



Key issues.. It’s not enough
• Uncertainty and impact on demand in T2/T3
• Loss of Christmas trade – 40% of annual sales
• Scarring effect in reduced consumer confidence
• Adapting to the new normal
• Debt ladened businesses moving into recovery
• The current support (grant values) are just not 

enough

• Oh and BREXIT 1st January
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Alexis Krachai
Sheffield Chamber of Commerce

Co Chair of Sheffield Business Response Group 
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Thank you for 
listening

Questions?
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Business Recovery Plan
SCC Full Council
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Business Response Group Members

Chamber of 
Commerce

Sheffield Property 
Association Sheffield Digital Cutlers Company

Culture 
Consortium Unight Sheffield 

University of 
Sheffield and 

Sheffield Hallam 
University

City Growth Board
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6 Focused Priorities

Stimulate demand in the local economy

Opening our city and district centres safely and securely

Helping to stimulate the conditions to encourage more start-ups in the city

Developing our skills base as a city to help communities get back to work

Stimulating investment in culture to help rebuild confidence and visitor numbers

Working with business leaders on a longer-term economic strategy for Sheffield
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Priorities of the Business Recovery Plan

Stimulating demand in the local economy 
• Access to support  (in terms of advice and finance)
• Improving consumer confidence 
• Identifying new market opportunities

Opening our city and district centres safely and securely 
• Businesses advice and support to operate in a COVID-safe way. 
• Adapting public space and infrastructure
• Redefining the role of the Centre and District Centres
• Integrating the city’s response to the Climate Emergency and COVID recovery
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Priorities Continued

Developing our skills base as a city to help communities get back to work
• Simplifying communications and providing impartial advice
• Identifying cohorts most at risk from COVID disruption
• Address poor levels of digital use and innovation
• Strengthening employer voice in skills system

Helping to stimulate the conditions to encourage more start-ups in the city
• Communicate and scale up the existing offer for start-ups in the city
• Introduce a ‘wraparound’ service to complement existing provision
• Create a pipeline of ‘deal ready’ indigenous businesses for investors
• Launch a new approach to promote Sheffield as a place to invest and start a business
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Priorities Continued

Stimulating investment in culture to help rebuild confidence and visitor numbers
• Protecting cultural assets and creating confidence in the sector
• Promoting ‘shovel-ready’ opportunities
• Establishing a longer-term vision for culture and its role in the economy

Working with business leaders on a longer-term economic strategy for Sheffield
• Collaborative business leadership as part of city’s COVID response
• Re-booting City Growth Board
• Longer term economic strategy
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3 Phases

RELIEF
Short-term actions to keep business solvent and trading during severe restrictions on economic activity.

RECOVERY
Help to for businesses and communities to adjust and adapt. 

RENEWAL
Address structural weaknesses in the economy and a more sustainable, fair 
economy emerges.  
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